SFTR WOMEN'S GROUP MEETING MINUTES--MAY 11, 2013
The SFTR Women's Group met May 11, 2013 at the home of Kim Pronovich.
Those attending included Sharon Beaver, Roxanne Briggs, Sue Downs, Kim
Pronovich, Lenae Rossi, Nancy Scott, and Dena Wagner. Kim treated all
to a great fondue mix--the highlight of which was the bacon dipped in
chocolate.
All were sorry to learn of the passing of Dave Wurfel's father and extend
their condolences to Barb and Dave. Both are so important to the
success of the Group and all of us appreciate all they do for us! It was
wonderful to have Nancy back among us as well and all wish her a
continued solid recovery!
Most of the business items discussed centered upon the upcoming Annual
Picnic. Items discussed included the following:
---Dena informed the Group that she and Steve and Carol and Terry
Brown had cleared the area of the cow pies. They expect to police the
area again the day before the picnic to clear away the deer and elk
droppings. THANKS!!
---Carol Rankin and Joan Beaumont are in charge of the welcome table.
They should be sure to have enough nametags and to take a count of all
who attend. Dena will provide an umbrella with a stand to place over the
table.
---Roxanne will provide ATV "taxi" service for any who need it.
---Dena will create a thank- you sign to be placed near the Little Stinker
facility.
---Bob Scott will provide a water tank for fire prevention and a grill and the
Wagners will also provide a grill. Monte Beaver and Mark Pronovich will
again be the chefs,
---Ernie Parker will transport all supplies housed at the Wurfels.
--The Beavers will transport the tables from the guard house.
--Raffle prizes will include a Steve Smith birdhouse, a massage from Kim
Pronovich, one hour of bull hogging from Roxanne Briggs, and a horse
print blanket from Dena Wagner. Sharon will make the raffle signs for the
bags.
--Kim will handle the bingo and sales' table items.
---The ten (10) bingo sessions will take place under the food tent after the
meal is complete and the tables have been cleared away.
There is concern that there may not be the numbers in attendance that
would make it worth the effort involved. In an earlier meeting, the Group
had decided that the bottom line would be fifty(50). Fewer than that
would force cancellation. Those present agreed that the limit should

remain in effect. Sharon will post a strong "encouragement" on The SFTR
Discussion Forum for all who expect to attend to make the necessary
RSVPs by the May 19, 2013 deadline. She will also place reminder signs at
the mailboxes.
RSVPs are to be made to Sharon Beaver or Lynne Parker, who are
handling the foods. If they do not receive the necessary number of
reservations by the posted deadline, they will post cancellation notice on
the website and at the mailboxes. They will notify Sue Downs ASAP so that
she can cancel Little Stinker immediately. Women's Group members will
receive an e-mail to that effect as well.
There was no decision about when or where for the next meeting. There
was mention that Rosemont is having a wedding display in June and
some are planning to visit. If any are interested in going, they can
contact Kim for more information.
Respectfully Submitted,
Sharon Beaver

